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1. Abstract  
The aim of this quantitative study was to investigate cross-linguistic systems by exploring             

the categorization of encoding the “cutting” and “breaking” events between Chinese and            

Malay. The participants of the study were drawn from the university campus in Malaysia              

and Hong Kong. This study was designed based on the everyday event “cutting” and              

“breaking” and the data were obtained during random daytime activities through interviews.            

Therefore, in this paper, speech recordings and written data were collected from 19             

participants in Malaysia and Hong Kong and were analyzed in order to evaluate what the               

cognitive conceptualization focuses more among speakers of the two contrasting          

languages. The data showed four major factors affecting participants’ choice of words,            

which are the types of instrument, the existence of agent, the condition of the affected               

objects and the type of those objects. Along with reviewing several researches and             

literatures, the findings reveal a significant agreement on the construction of these events             

among Chinese and Malay in spite of the difference in their own linguistic systems. A               

possible explanation of a universal conceptualization on “cutting and breaking is from then             

raised. In closing, the paper also addresses the limitations encountered for the research             

and draws out any potential future directions that can be probed into. This result may               

suggest that there are more interrelated constraints yet to be discovered in the             

classification of human events .  
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2.Introduction and Theoretical Background 

Languages help people parse similar experiences into discrete descriptions with fine           

semantic distinctions, in which two or more syntactic constructions would be competed for             

expressing the same meaning in general. The perpetual stream of these activities could be              

categorized into specific events consisting of particular objects. The categories associated           

with more common daily words are more universal (Majid, Bowerman, Staden, & Boster,             

2007). Hypothetically, people of different languages agree with one another in certain ways             

of labelling events, that is, a common conceptualization might be found underlying among             

distinct backgrounds. 

 

This paper investigates one particular domain of events which involve all kinds of             

“separation in the material integrity of objects” (Hale and Keyser, 1987), the “cutting” and              

“breaking” (also known as C&B) events. For over two million years, the C&B actions have               

been crucial to human cognition and culture (Toth and Schick, 1993), so the actions hold a                

degree of universality in the conceptualization of those events. The terms “cutting” and             

“breaking” refer to actions of the kind typically labeled with verbs like cuts and breaks by                

English speakers. According to Chen’s study on C&B events in the expression of             

Mandarin, he stated that English typically describes the events in monomorphemic verb            

like cut and break, while Mandarin tends to have more resultative verb compounds like              

qie1 kai1 (cut-apart) (Chen, 2007). This shows that the resultatives are associated with a              

particular meaning and a certain syntactic configuration among languages. Boas also           

proposed that the event-frame semantic information determined the resultatives that          

“whether a given verb may occur with resultatives, and what type of resultative a given               

verb may occur with” (Boas, 2003). 

 

Revolving around the causal action and the caused result, the events are assumed to be               

under specific time reference and the cause or the agent might not always be necessary               

for the representation of the discourse. Therefore, this current paper is to examine the              

variation in this linguistic encoding of the events and see if the target languages—Malay              

and Chinese dialects may have similar meanings in (root) words. In contrast to the              

resultative verb compound in Chinese, intriguingly, Malay is a bit like English in which the               

verbs for C&B events are often monomorphemic (Taib, 1985). This may imply the             
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difference between their cognitive or mental representations for C&B events. By the means             

of standardized and custom-made videos for C&B events, the experiment conducted           

would show how the participants label events in words of their language respectively.             

Thus, the instruments involved, the agent, the condition of the affected object and the type               

of those objects will be the critical issues addressed in the following analysis. Based on the                

elicited data, by comparing the families of Malay and Chinese, any relations or contrasts              

would be revealed.  

 
3.Methods and Data 
3.1 Participants 

This study was conducted to investigate and compare how Malay and Chinese speakers 

express the action of “cut and break” in their own languages. In this experiment, we have 

collected data from 9 Malay participants and 9 Chinese participants. 15 out of 18 

participants were drawn randomly from the campus of University of Malaya, while 3 

participants were interviewed in Hong Kong.  

 

For the Malay participants, we have interviewed 5 females and 4 males, who are within the 

age of 21-23, except one participant who is between age of 50-60. Within the 9 

participants, only 4 of them declare themselves as Malaysian, 3 of them declare 

themselves as Indian, 1 for Bisaya and 1 for Sino-Kadanzan. For the education 

background, 8 participants are undergraduate students and 1 participant is a 

businessman, who has obtained a bachelor degree. All participants can speak Malay and 

English, while 5 of them choose English as the language that they are most comfortable 

with and 4 of them choose Malay.  

 

For the Chinese participants, we have interviewed 8 females and 1 males. 7 of them are 

between the age of 21-26, while 2 of them are between the age of 40-50. Within the 9 

participants, all of them declare their ethnicity as Chinese. For education background, 1 of 

them are students with bachelor degree, 6 of them are undergraduate students, 1 of them 

are university lecturer with a master degree and a beautician with primary school 

education level. All participants can speak Mandarin and 9 of them can also speak English. 

Besides of these two languages, some of the participants can also speaks Malay, 

Cantonese or other Chinese dialects, such as, Sichuan, Fuzhou, Hokkien, Hakka and 
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Shanxi dialect. For the most comfortable language, 6 of them choose Chinese, while 1 of 

them choose Cantonese, 1 Sichuan and 1 Kunming dialect.  

 

Demographic Characteristics of Participants 

Age 20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 

15 
 0 
 2 
 1 

Gender Female 
Male  

13 
 5 

Place of Residence Malaysia 
Hong Kong 
Saba 
China 

13 
 1 
 1 
 3 

Ethnicity Malaysian 
Chinese 
Indian 
Bisaya 
Sino-Kadazan 

 4 
 9 
 3 
 1 
 1 

Occupation  Student 
Lecturer 
Businessman 
Other  

15 
 1 
 1 
 1 

Education Level Primary School 
Undergraduate  
Bachelor Degree 
Master Degree 

 1 
13 
 3 
 1 

Most Comfortable Language  Malay 
English 
Tamil and Malay 
Tamil and English 
Chinese 
Cantonese 
Other Chinese dialects 

 3 
 4 
 1 
 1 
 6 
 1 
 2 
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3.2 Procedures 

The research data were collected through interviews. In order to analyse how Malay and 

Chinese speakers describe the action of “cut and break” in different situations in their own 

language respectively, we have prepared 15 video clips as our data collecting materials. 

During the experiment, we focused on and examined how the participants label events in 

words of their language 

 

Within the 15 video clips, 11 of them are custom-made clips and 4 are created by 

ourselves, as we want to widen the range of the breaking events, as well as the types of 

instrument used for the breaking action. Each clip last within 1 second to 28 seconds, to 

make sure the causal action is short and clear enough to be described easily in one 

sentence. The breaking events are situated in different environments, created by different 

agents and caused by different instruments. Some of the clips only show a broken object 

without an agent, as we would like to see if there are any differences when the participants 

describe the events with or without an agent.  

 

In total, 18 interviews were conducted for our data collection. We have invited our 

participants randomly at the campus of the University of Malaya and also in Hong Kong. All 

the interviews took place at casual environment, such as, in the classroom and school 

canteen. In the beginning, we collected some background information from each 

participant, including their occupations, places of residence, education level, family 

background, languages they use when they speak with different parties and situations and 

so on. By collecting the background information, we could examine whether there are any 

factors affecting their choice of words. Then, we explained the purpose of our interview 

and started the speech recording. Before showing the video clips, we explained the 

instructions to the participants, that they could only use one sentence to describe each 

event they saw in the clips, without any hints and help from the others. More importantly, 

participants were asked to say the sentences in an informal way, that they speak in their 

daily conversation, instead of the  formal way. After watching a clip, they were required to 

say the sentence once and typed out the sentence. The whole interview process lasted for 

20 minutes for each participants on average.  

 

3.3 Application for Analysis 
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Research data were collected and analysed through the Language explorer. We have 

recorded the speeches of our participants and also required them to type the sentences 

out. Therefore, our analysis are based on both the spoken, as well as the written data. The 

gloss is based on the written data, with the assist of the recordings, to make sure the 

accuracy of our data. Each sentence are glossed with the meaning and category for every 

word, as well as the meaning of the full sentence.  

 

After glossing, we first analysed the Malay and Chinese data separately. Then, we 

compared the two sets of data. Our analysis focuses on the differences and similarities 

when the participants express the action of “cut and break” for each video clip. We have 

assumed several factors that may affect the result, including the types of instrument, the 

existence of agent, the condition of the affected object and also the type of affected object. 

We found out how different factors influence the usage of C&B verbs and we also analyse 

different  word constructions, that Malay and Chinese speakers used for describing the the 

action.  

 
4. Analysis 
4.1 Content of video clips 

There are 15 video clips in total used for the data collection. Each clip is designed with 

different variants, such as the types of instrument, the existence of agent, the condition 

and the types of affected object. With more diverse features, participants may have more 

different responses for the same video clips. The usage of words that we may observed 

will be more disparate. Below are the short descriptions of the video stimuli used in this 

study:  

1. A woman breaks a tree stick with her hand. 
2. A carrot is split. 
3. A cloth is split. 
4. A man cuts a carrot with a knife. 
5. A woman breaks a flowerpot with a hammer. 
6. A man cuts a tree branch with a cleaver 
7. A woman tears a piece of cloth into half. 
8. A person cuts an orange with a knife and cut his/her finger. 
9. A woman cuts off the fish head and tail with a knife. 
10. A woman throws a hammer to a plate, then the plate is broken. 
11. A woman is holding a plate, then a man comes and collides with her, so the                

plate is dropped onto the floor and it is broken. 
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12. Two people tear a plastic bag 
13. A woman smashes a roti-jala with her hand. 
14. A woman crushes a curry puff.  
15. A woman pricks a balloon with a pin.  

 

We assume that there are four major factors that may affect the participants’ choice of 

words when describing the “cut and break” event. In the following parts, we categorizes the 

video clips respectively according to the four factors for further analysis.  

 
4.1.1 Involvement of instrument 

 

Types of instrument No. of clip 

Without instrument 2, 3, 11 

Hand 1, 7, 12, 13, 14 

Knife 4, 6, 8, 9 

Hammer 5, 10 

Sharp instrument (eg.pin) 15 

 

Firstly, the instruments used for the “cut and break” action is assumed to be an 

affecting factor. Such as in English, when we use a knife, we usually use verbs 

such as, “cut”, ‘slice”, “chop” but not “break”, “tear” or “smash”; when we use a 

hammer, we use verbs such as, “smash”, “break” but not “cut” or “slice”. Therefore, 

we consider that the type of instrument affect the usage of words in this 

experiment. In clip 2, 3, no instrument is used to break the object, as the clips do 

not show any agents. In clip 11, the plate is broken when it falls onto the   ground. 

Therefore, no instrument is used directly to break the object. In clip 1, 7, 12, 13 and 

14, the objects are broken or destroyed by hands. In clip 4, 6, 8 and 9, objects are 

cut by knife. In clip 5 and 10, objects are smashed by hammer. Lastly, in clip 15, 

the object is poked by a pin.  

 

4.1.2 Agent 
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Existence of agent  No. of clip 

With agent 1, 4, 5 ,6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15  

Without agent  2, 3 

 

Among the 15 video clips, only clip 2 and 3 do not include an agent, as they are 

used to compare with the usage of word in clip 4 and 7, which has the same object 

but the “cut and break” event is conducted by an agent. In clip 2, it shows a carrot 

is split, while in clip 4, a man cuts the carrot with a knife. In clip 3, it shows a cloth is 

torn, while in clip 7, a woman tears the cloth. Except clip 2 and 3, the other clips 

include an agent to conduct the “cut and break’ event.  

 

4.1.3 Condition of affected object 

 

Condition of the affected 
object  

No. of clip 

Broken into pieces 5, 10, 11 

Broken into two/three parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12 

Change of shape 13, 14 

Explode/ Burst 15 

 

Another crucial factor that may affect the words that participants use to describe 

the “cut and break” event is the condition of the affected object. Such as in English, 

we can say “cut a something into half” when the object is broken into two pieces or 

“smash something” when the object is broken into many pieces or the shape is 

changed. Therefore, we consider the condition of the affected object as a factor 

that varies the choice of words of our participants.  

 

4.1.4 Type of affected object 

 

Category of affected object Object and the no. of clip  
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Housewares Pottery (5), plate (10, 11) 

Tree Twig (1), branch (6) 

Food/ Cake  Roti-jala (13), curry puff (14) 

Ingredients Carrot (2,4), orange (8), fish (9) 

Other  Cloth (3,7), plastic bag(12), balloon (15) 

 
Lastly, the type of affected object is also an influential factor for the choice of 

words. In some language, the same verb can be used for different objects. 

However, in some other languages, there are constrictions for some verbs that they 

can only be used with designated objects. For example, in English, the verb “cut” 

can be used on object like “food”, “tree”, “hair” and so on. In Cantonese, we use 

different verbs to describe these object. For example, “cit3 je5 sik6” (cut the food), 

“zaam2 syu6” (cut the tree), “zin2 tau4 faat3” (cut the hair). Though the same verb 

“cut” is used in English to describe the cutting event of these three objects, in 

Cantonese, three different verbs are used according to their affected objects and 

that they are not interchangeable. Therefore, the type of affected object can be 

considered as one of the factors that affect the choice of words in both Malay and 

Chinese.  

 
 

4.2 Malay  

As to address the possible variance in the language group, besides Standard Malay, also 

known as the KL (Kuala Lumpur) Dialect, two regional dialects are concerned including 

Kedah Malay and Sabah Malay. In addition, Selako, a dialect which is in the same 

language family (Malayic language) as Malay, is also incorporated in the analysis of Malay 

for general convenience. This is because not only it is in the same linguistic group, Selako 

has also been under significant influence of Indonesian like Malay does. It can be 

assumed that the word usage and the conceptualization of events might be somewhat 

similar to Malay.  

 

4.2.1 Involvement of instrument 
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  Knife Hammer Sharp 
instrument 

(pen) 

Hand No instrument 

Standard 
Malay 
(KL 

dialect) 

potong, 
tebang*, 
siang, 
pedah* 

pecah / patah, pecah, 
koyak, penyek, 
tarik,  tekan* 

patah, koyak, 
pecah 

Kedah 
Malay 

potong, 
tebah, 

tebang*, 
belah, hiris, 

siang 

pecah letupan patah, penyek, 
lenyek, koyak, 

carik*, tarik 

patah, koyak, 
pecah, belah 

Sabah 
Malay 

potong, hiris pecah, 
musnah* 

bocor patah, koyak, tarik, 
lenyek 

patah, koyak, 
pecah 

Selako malah, 
natak, 

motong 

macah, 
ngampas 

cucuk matah, tenyek, 
rojek, tarik 

matah, rojek, pacah 

*except for the column of sharp instrument, those words are only used in the language               
once 

Separating four language groups in Malay, the table above shows that what kind of 

words are used with/without corresponding instruments. There are four videos with 

the knife/saw as an instrument. The verbs used for knife are highly independent 

from the other groups, except for “belah” in Kedah Malay to be the only one 

overlapped with the class of no instrument. Among the languages, “potong” seems 

to be the most general, and “motong” in Selako is possibly the variant derived from 

“potong”. While for the two clips with hammer, Selako has its own way to express 

the action, “ngampas” and “macah”, in which the latter one seems to be another 

variant from “pecah”, the one that is shared universally for other Malays. However, 

“pecah” also collides with the action without instruments and with hands (in 

Standard Malay). This suggests that the usage of “pecah” may not be attributed to 

the instrument “hammer” but other aspects like the agent or the condition of the 

affected object; this issue will be discussed later. For the sharp instrument, here we 

used a pin, due to not sufficient information, we could only prove that different 

languages/dialects in Malay tend to have distinct verbs for this kind of actions. 
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Furthermore, quite a number of verbs can be applied in the situations with hands, 

and most of the words are shared among the groups and overlapped with the 

group of “no instruments”. No distinguishing verbs can be found in actions with no 

instruments. Exceptionally, “belah” and “carik” seem to appear only in Kedah 

Malay; for Selako, “rojek” should be an original word while three possible derived 

words could be found--“matah”, “pacah” and “tenyek”, which resembles the word 

“patah”, “pecah” and “lenyek/penyek” in Malay. 

 

4.2.2 Agent  

 

 With agents Without agents 

Video 2 (carrot)  belah, patah, pacah 

Video 4 (carrot) potong, belah, malah (Selako)  

Video 3 (cloth)  koyak, rojek(Selako) 

Video 7 (cloth) koyak, carik, rojek (Selako)  

Other videos patah, pecah, belah, potong...  

 

Two out of the fifteen videos without an agent involved, in which also no 

instruments are involved for both of them. There is no specific pattern for the word 

usage among the languages, so the table above focuses on the comparison of 

verbs in all video clips under the groups of “with agents” and “without agents”. 

Taking the object into account, clips with the key patient “carrot” and “cloth” are 

displayed separately from other videos. On one hand, despite the fact that “belah” 

is applicable in both cases of “carrot”, the verbs used are clearly different from each 

other. On the other hand, Malay languages/dialects and Selako use the same set 

of word for “cloth” regardless of the existence of agents. Having a holistic view, all 

words in the group of “without agents” also appear in the “with agents” group. 

Hence, for C&B events, Malayic languages involved in this study might not be 

susceptible to the agent.  

 

4.2.3 Condition of affected object 
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 Broken into 
pieces 

Broken into two/three 
parts 

Change of shape Burst/Explod
e (video 15: 

balloon) 

Malay pecah, musnah* 
(Sabah Malay)  

patah, koyak, belah, 
siang, potong... 

penyek, lenyek, 
tekan* (Standard 

Malay) 

letup (Kedah), 
bocor (Sabah) 

Selako pacah, macah, 
nyampas 

matah, rojek, tarik, 
malah, motong... 

tenyek  cucuk 

*words that only appear once in the language. 

 

Out of the four conditions of affected object, objects “broken into two/three parts” 

would be the most common; meanwhile, the fine actions for this result would also 

be dominant, so the choice of verbs doubtlessly would outnumber the other 

conditions. Besides, for video 15, in which a balloon is pricked by someone, Malay 

(even for the dialects) and Selako use distinct verbs to represent the action, yet it is 

difficult to determine that whether the particular choice of word for this C&B event is 

due to the instrument (pen), the condition of affected object or merely the action. 

Thus, the focal point here is on the “broken into pieces” and “change of shape”. For 

objects that shatter, Malay uses “pecah” specifically and Selako has “pacah”, 

“macah” and “nyampas” to express the same type of condition. For objects that 

change in shape, both Malay and Selako stick with the root word, probably either 

“penyek” or ”lenyek”. This may denote the underlying representation for the 

condition specific to the affected object.  

 

4.2.4 Type of affected object 

 

 housewares tree food/cake 

 plate pottery tree/branch twig roti-jala curry puff 

Standard 
Malay 

pecah pecah tebang, 
potong, 
padah 

patah, 
pecah 

penyek lenyek, tekan 

Kedah 
Malay 

pecah pecah potong, 
tebang 

patah penyek lenyek 
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Sabah 
Malay 

pecah musnah potong patah lenyek lenyek 

Selako ngampas/
pacah 

macah natak matah tenyek tenyek 

 
 

Considering that the total of 12 affected objects have their own features,            

starting by studying them all individually might be a bit loose for the             

analysis. Based on the fundamental nature among them, 9 of the affected            

objects can be categorized into certain groups. “Plate” and “pottery” are           

both the tools to contain or hold something, especially for the purpose of             

houseworks. These items show a symbolic coincidence in the verb choice,           

“pecah” in Malay as well as “pacah” and “macah” (assumed to be the same              

group of verbs) in Selako seem to be the basis for the actions associated              

with housewares, the consistency of verbs chosen here are hardly found in            

other groups. For tree-related objects, the verbs used differ a lot from each             

other; “patah” is exclusive for the twig while more distinct word choices like             

“potong”, “tebang” and “natak” are shown for the branch. Next, the group of             

“food/cake” consists of finished products instead of raw ingredients; same          

set of specific verbs, “penyek” and “lenyek” in Malay and “tenyek” in Selako,             

can be applied for both of them.  

 

 ingredients others 

 carrot fish orange cloth plastic 
bag 

balloon 

Standard 
Malay 

patah, 
pacah, 
potong 

siang, 
potong 

hiris, 
potong 

koyak koyak, 
tarik 

/ 

Kedah 
Malay 

belah, 
patah, 
potong 

siang, 
belah 

potong koyak, 
carik 

tarik letupan 

Sabah 
Malay 

patah, 
potong 

potong hiris koyak tarik bocor 

Selako patah, motong malah rojek tarik cucuk 
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malah 

 
 

The last group that can be classified is the ingredients. Although at the first              

glance, no obvious evidence that can show the relation in their choice of             

words, especially when we look at the fixed use of “siang” and “hiris”; in              

fact, “potong” can somewhat take parts in every column under the group.            

For the remaining ones, they are apt to be sticking with particular verbs like              

“koyak”/”rojek” for the cloth (in spite of the peculiar usage of “koyak” for the              

plastic bag in Standard Malay) and “tarik” for the plastic bag, in which these              

words cannot be discovered in the previous groups. 

 

On top of that, with some of the associations of C&B verb usage among the               

type of objects, the hints might still not be strong enough to prove the              

type-specific system. Taking one step backwards, “potong” is the only one           

verb that overlaps significantly in contrasting groups--tree and ingredients.         

Two possible explanations can be set upon this issue: one is that “potong”             

is like a general C&B verb so it is applicable in the majority of cases;               

another one is that “potong” is used in these cases because of a certain              

linking shared by the objects. Neither the similarities or the differences           

could be determined at this rate, and this will be discussed in the following              

section. 

 

4.3 Chinese  

Different Chinese dialects are being investigated in this study, which includes Mandarin, 

Hakka, Hokkien, and the dialects of Henan, Sichuan, Yunnan and Shanxi. As different 

dialect has different pronunciation on similar or identical words, pinyin would be used to 

represent the C&B verbs.  

 

4.3.1 Involvement of instrument 
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 Knife Hammer Sharp 
instrument 

(pen) 

Hand No instrument 

Mandarin qie1 kai1, 
qie1 

duan4, 
qie1, 
#qie1, 

kan3, kan3 
duan4 

za2 
lan4, 

za2 sui4, 
za2 po4, 

sui4 

/ zhe2 duan4, si1, 
mie4 duan4, ya1 
bian3, an4 bian3, 
la1, la1 duan4, 

ya1 sui4 

duan4, si1 po4, da3 
po4, #zhe1 duan4, 
#si1 po4, #jian3, 
sui4, shaui1 po4 

Hakka qe2, zam2 da2 
lang1, 
lang1 
hoi1 

/ au1 twin2, si3 
lang2 

twin3 hoi1, lang3 
hoi1  

Hokkien ce3  pat2 du3 bao3 biek3 dui2, kap3, 
thiek3, ging3, de3 

duin3, liek3, cia3 
do1 

Henan 
dialect 

qie1 kai1, 
qie2, kan1, 

#qie1 

qiao1 
sui4 

/ bai2 duan4, si1 
kai1 

#qie1 duan4, #jian1 
duan, shuai 

Sichuan 
dialect 

qie1, kan1 chui2 
lan3 

bao3 duan3, si1 lan2, 
mit3, la1, ya2 

lan3 

duan3, si1 kai1, 
shuai1 po4 

Yunnan 
dialect 

qie4, kan3 za2 chuo2 po4 pie3 duan4, si1 
lan4, che3, ya4, 

ya4 sui4 

duan4, #si1 kai1, 
da3 lan4  

Shanxi 
dialect 

qie1 ha4, 
qie1, 

kie3 ha4 

dou3 
lan4 

za lan4 bie lan4, ca3 
lan4, jue lan4, 
nia4 bie3, nia4 

bie dui4, ca3 lang4, 
xue2 ha4 

Words with # = passive (with PASS ‘bei4’, ‘gei3’… preceding the C&B verbs) 
 

With the use of different instrument, different C&B words would be used. For the 

videoclips involving knife to construct the cut and break action, there are mainly 2 

different ways to express it. First, if the action is a cutting action with single blade 

instrument, 切 (cut) is used across all Chinese languages, but they are expressed 

with similar pronunciations and different tones. For instance in Mandarin, it is ‘qie1’, 
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but in Hakka and Hokkien, they are ‘qe2’ and ‘ce3’ respectively. In Mandarin, 

Henan and Shanixi dialect, 2-word construction is also used for the cutting with 

knife, for example ‘qie1 kai1’ meaning cut open, ‘qie1 duan4’ meaning cut and 

separate. 

 

If a knife is used to cut with force, 斬/砍 (hack) is used, and they are being 

expressed as ‘kan3’, ‘zam2’, ‘kan1’ etc. They are mostly use individually but 

occasionally 2-word C&B construction could be seen in Mandarin.  However, only 

Hokkien shows no difference between the force involved in cutting as both cases 

use ‘ce3’.  

 

For clips involving hammer, ‘za2’ is used in Mandarin and Yunnan dialect; while in 

Henan dialect, ‘qiao1 sui4’ is used. Sichuan dialect speaker uses ‘chui2 lan3’, in 

which the first word is the verbal form of the word ‘hammer’. In Hakka, ‘da2 lang1’ 

is used, which means hit and break literally. In Hokkien, the verb construction for 

breaking actions involving hammer, the two words ‘pat2’ and ‘chui3’ are not directly 

linked to each other, but there is a verb uses in between these 2 verbs.  

 

By using sharp instrument to perform the C&B event, verbs like ‘za’, ‘chuo2’ and 

‘du3’ carry the meaning of ‘poking’ with a sense of suddenness. It implies a fast 

and accurate action in breaking something.  

 

When the instrument involved in the C&B action is the bare hand of the agent, a 

variety of verbs would be used. Across these languages, ‘zhe2 duan4’, ‘au1 twin2’, 

‘biek3 dui2’, ‘bai2 duan4’ and ‘bie lan4’ shares similar meaning, which means snap 

and break on a long object. ‘Si1’, ‘mie4’ are similar as they both mean ‘tear’. ‘Che3’ 

and ‘la1’ are slightly different than the former two, as they require more force in the 

tearing action. Lastly, ‘ya1’ and ‘an1’ means press something with force.  

 

When no instrument is used, there is a higher tendency for speakers to express the 

C&B action with passive characters ‘be4i’ or ‘gei3’ than when there are instrument 

involved in the C&B actions. Passive markers are being used 6 times when no 

instrument is involved in the 3 agentless videos from 9 subjects, however only it 
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only happened twice among the 124 responses made by the participants. This 

indicates a higher tendency in using passive voice for C&B events that without 

instrument. 

 

4.3.2 Agent  

 

 With agents Without agents 

Video 2 (carrot)  duan4,  
 twin3 hoi1,  

 duin, 
 duan3,  
bie dui4 

 #zhe1 duan4, 
#qie1 duan4, 

Video 4 (carrot) qie1 kai1,qie1, qe2,  
ce3, qie4, qie1 ha4 

 

Video 3 (cloth)  lang3 hoi1, liek3, si1 kai1, 
ca3 lan4 

 #si1 po4,  
#jian3,  

#jian1 duan1, 
 #si1 kai1 

Video 7 (cloth) si1, si1 po4, si3 lang2, kap3, 
si1 kai1, si1 lan2, si1 lan4, ca3 

lan4,  

 

Words with # = passive (with PASS ‘bei4’, ‘gei3’… preceding the C&B verbs) 
 

No agent was involved in video 2 and 3. Comparing these 2 videoclips with video 4 

and 7, who shares the same type of affected object, it shows that there is a higher 

tendency for speakers to use passive voice when the C&B action involves no 

agent. 斷 (break) and its variants from different dialects, for instance duan4, twin3 

hoi1 (break and open), duin etc., are being used to describe the carrot is broken. 

‘Bei’ or ‘gei’ is added preceding the C&B verbs. The C&B verbs involved in clip 2 

usually contains the state of broken without passive voice. With passive characters 

in front of the main verbs, the motion verbs would also involved the method or 
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action involved in the breaking process, like zhe1 (fold) and qie1 (cut). However, for 

video 4, when the clips involves agent to separate the carrot, active voice would be 

used. 切 (cut with knife) is used to describe the separation process of a carrot as 

cutting with an instrument involves an agent to use the instrument to conduct the 

action. 

 

In video 3, out of 8 participants, 4 of them would adopt the passive form when 

describing the action of breaking the cloth without an agent. Most of them would 

use ‘si1’ (tear with hands) or ‘jian1’ (cut with scissors) to express the method of 

being cut. However in video 7, no participants would use passive voice. The verbs 

being used are all ‘si1’ and its variants.  

 

4.3.3 Condition of affected object 

 

 Broken 
into 

pieces 

Broken into two/three parts Change of 
shape 

Burst/Expl
ode  

Chines
e 

dialect
s 
 

za2 
lan4/sui4

, da3 
po4, 
sui4, 

shuai1 
po4, da2 

lang1, 
lang1 
hoi1,  

duan4, jian3, kan3, 
si1, qie1, kan3, 

zam2, duin3, liek3, 
ce3, kap3, thiak3, 

mit3, duan3 

leong2 bien1,yi2 
ban4,liang3 ban4 

ya1 bian3, an1 
bian3, ya1 
sui4, ging3, 

de3 

du3 bao3 

qiao1 
sui4, 
chui2 
lan3, 

shuai1 
po4, za2 

lan4, 
za2, da3 

lan4 

zhe2 duan4, si1 po4, zhe2 kai1, qie1 
kai1, kan3 duan4, qie1 duan4, la1 duan4, 

mie4 duan4  
au1 twin2, twin3 hoi1, lang3 hui1, si3 
lang2,, biek3 dui2, bai2 duan4, qie1 

duan4, jian1 duan4, si1 kai1, si1 lan2, 
pie3 duan4, si1 lan4 

bie lan4/dui4, ca3 lan4, qia1/kie3 ha4, jue 
lan4  

la1, ya2 lan3, 
ya4, ya4 sui4, 
nia4 bie3, nia4 

bao3, chuo2 
po4, za lan4 
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For studying the condition of affected object, in Chinese, the focus would be on the 

second word from the 2-word C&B verbs as it represents the state of being broken 

as a result of the cutting actions happen previously.  

 

When the object is broken into pieces, there are mainly 3 different ways to express 

it. The most common way is to use ‘lan4/ lang1/ lan3’. It means break in English. 

Another way is to use ‘po4’ which also means break. ‘Sui4’ (shattered) would be 

also used. This indicates that the verb ‘lan4’ or ‘po4’, which only means ‘break’, are 

by default determined by speakers that it carries the sense of breaking into pieces 

as well. So the perception for speakers to think of the bare action ‘break’ is already 

associated with the shattering of pieces from the affected object. 

 

Speakers would use verbs like ‘duan4 /twin2/ duan3/ dui4/’ to indicate separate. 

Similar words that are used in describing the object being broke into pieces like 

‘po4’, and ‘lan4’ are also being used.  ‘kai1/ hoi1’, which mean ‘open’ are also used. 

However, these only indicates the things are being separated or broken, but there 

is no indication showing how many pieces it got divided after the breaking action. 

Some speakers would use only one verb (e.g. ‘duan4’) in the sentence, which is to 

describe the state of being broken, while words like ‘yi2 ban4’, which is equal to 

‘half’ in English, would be added after the verb, so to show clearly the object is 

broke into 2 parts. 

 

When the object changes the shape during the C&B action, verbs that means 

‘flatten’, like ‘bian3’ and ‘bie3’ are used to describe the state of an object from being 

puffy and rising to flattened. However, for some speakers, even though the actions 

involve only in the change of shape, ‘sui4’, meaning ‘shattered’ or ‘lan4’, which 

means ‘broken’ are used. Therefore, it is possible that some speakers categorise 

the change of shape (from an erected, risen shape to flat) as breaking into pieces 

because of the destruction of the original shape and the small pieces that fell out 

during the C&B action. 

 

For the condition of burst and explode, more people would use ‘bao3’ to express 

since the ‘bao3’ literally means exploded.  
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4.3.4 Type of affected object 

 

 housewares tree food/cake 

 plate pottery tree/branch twig roti-jala curry puff 

Mandarin za2 sui4, 
da3 po4, 
sui4, za2 

po4, 
shuai1 

po4 

za2 sui4, 
za2 lan4 

kan3, kan3 
duan4 

zhe2 
duan4 

ya1 
bian3, 

ya1 sui4 

an4 bian3, 
ya1 bian3 

Hakka lang1 da2 
lang1 

zam2 au1 
twin2 

- - 

Hokkien dim3, ce3 pat2 hoi1 zam3 biek3 
dui2 

ging3 de3 

Henan 
dialect 

shuai2 qiao1 
sui4 

kan1 bai2 
duan4 

- - 

Sichuan 
dialect 

chui2 
lan3, 

shuai1 
po4 

chui2 
lan3 

kan1 duan3 la1 ya2 lan3 

Yunnan 
dialect 

za2, da3 
lan4 

za2 kan3 pie3 
duan4 

ya4 ya4 sui4 

Shanxi 
dialect 

dou3, 
xue2 

dou3 
lan4 

kie3 ha4 bie 
lan4 

nia4 
bie3 

nia4  

 

For plates and pottery, the two objects share similar verbs in expressing the C&B 

actions. In Mandarin, Hakka, Sichuan, Yunnan and Shanxi dialect, a lot of the 

verbs that are involved in breaking of plate and pottery are identical, for instance 

‘chui2 lan3’ in Sichuan dialect. This shows that most Chinese speakers might 

categorise pottery and plate in the same C&B category.  

 

For tree branch, ‘斬/砍’ (hack) would be used to describe the breaking of the 

branch. In Mandarin, Sichuan, Yunnan dialect, the word is pronounced as ‘kan’ with 

variations in tone. Shanxi dialect shares similar pronunciation with the former 2 
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languages, and it uses ‘kie3’ to indicate hacking of tree branch.  In Hakka, Hokkien, 

it is pronounced as ‘zam2’ and ‘zam3’. Mostly one word would be used as the C&B 

verbs, except in Mandarin and Shanxi dialect, where ‘duan4’ (disconnect) and ‘ha4’ 

(open) would be added after hacking, to indicate the state of brokenness. For tree 

twig, ‘zhe2 duan4’, ‘au1 twin2’, ‘biek3 dui2’, ‘pie3 duan4’ and ‘bie lan4’ are used to 

describe the snapping action. Among these words, the first verbs in every C&B 

verb (‘zhe2’, ‘au1’ etc.) indicates the use of hand to break something in Chinese.  

 

In the food and cake category, the verbs used to describe the breaking action 

involved in roti-jala and karipop are similar. The majority of the participants use 

‘ya1’, ‘an1’ and ‘nia4’, which mean ‘press with some degree of force’.  But due to 

the different texture in roti-jala and curry puff and the speaker’s perspective, the 

result verb that describes the condition of breaking is slightly different, which varies 

from ‘bian3’ (flatten) to ‘sui4 (fragmented).  

 

 ingredients others 

 carrot fish orange cloth plastic bag balloon 

Mandarin duan4, 
qie1 
kai1, 
qie1, 
zhe1 

duan4# 

qie1 
kai1, 
qie1, 
qie1 

duan4  

qie1 si1 po4#, 
si1 

mie4 duan4, 
la1, la1 duan4 

/ 

Hakka twin3 
hoi1, 
qe2 

qe2 qe2 lang3 
hoi, si3 
lang2 

si3 lang2 / 

Hokkien ce3 ce3 ce3 liek3, 
kap3  

thiek3 du3 bao3 

Henan 
dialect 

qie1 
duan4, 

qie1 
kai1 

qie1 qie1 kai1 jian1 
duan4#, 
si1 kai1 

si2 kai1 / 

Sichuan 
dialect 

duan3, 
qie1 

qie1 qie1 si1 kai1, 
si1 lan2 

mit3 bao3 
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Yunnan 
dialect 

duan4, 
qie4 

qie4 qie4 si1 
lan4#, 

si1 lan4 

che3 chuo2 po4 

Shanxi 
dialect 

bie 
dui4, 
qie1 
ha4 

qie1 
ha4 

qie1 ca3 lan4 jue lan4 za lan4 

 

In the category of ingredients, the most common C&B verbs being used is ‘切’ (cut 

with knife). For fish and orange, all of the participants would use the different 

variants of ‘切’ (cut with knife) to describe the separation event. However, for carrot, 

although ‘切’ (cut with knife) and its compound variation with verbs indicating the 

state of ‘break’ still accounts for the majority, there are participants that would only 

use the word ‘斷’ (break).  

 

For cloth, most participants would use verbs like ‘si1 kai1’, ‘si1 lan4’, ‘ca3’, both 

mean the use of hand with force to tear something, to describe the separation of 

cloth. This indicates that in the participants’ perception, the categorisation of cloth 

with breaking action would involve in the use of hands.  

 

For plastic bag, hand-related breaking verbs are most commonly involved among 

different dialect speakers. ‘Si1’ in Standard Mandarin Chinese indicates the use of 

hand to separate something, while ‘mie4’, ‘mit3’ is the colloquial version of the 

former verb. This indicates the ripping of plastic bag is correlated with the use of 

hand in the mind of the speaker. 

For balloon, the verbs being used like ‘du3’, ‘za’ and ‘chuo2’ are indicating the 

action of using a sharp object to poke something it breaks. The poking action 

follows with the compounding of verbs that represent the state of the ballon being 

exploded, like ‘bao3’, which is a verbalised form of the noun ‘explosion’. 

 

4.3.5 One vs two-word construction 
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Since not all participants watched all video clips, in order to make a fair comparison 

between the frequency of using 1 or 2 words, the exact number would convert to 

the same base.  

 

For Mandarin, Hakka, Henan and Shanxi dialect, speakers dominantly use 2 words 

when describing the C&B actions. The difference is most notable for Shanxi dialect 

speaker. It shows that Shanxi speaker would give a 2-word serial verb response for 

13 times out of the 15 required clips. In Sichuan dialect, participant equally use 

1-word and 2 words to describe the C&B actions. However in Yunnan dialect and 

Hokkien, participants mostly use only a word. The latter one shows a significant 

preference towards using 1-word as the C&B verbs to describe the event. Only 3 

responses that were given by the Hokkien participants are 2-word serial verbs.  

 
5. Discussion 
5.1 Major findings 

5.1.1 Malay  

Malay is an agglutinative language in which nouns and verbs are frequently derived 

from the roots or other words by adding affixes. In this study, most of the C&B 
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verbs collected are attached with affixes to indicate one’s grammatical function, like 

“ter-” refers to passive voice (e.g. ter-patah=PASS-broken), “-kan” stands for past 

tense (e.g. koyak-kan=tear-PAST) and “mem-” shows the progressive aspect (e.g. 

mem-(p)otong=PROG-cut). As might be expected, no exact same way of C&B verb 

categorization could be found across Malay languages, yet they do agree on 

applying certain sets of verbs for distinct C&B events correspondingly.  

 

Separating the 15 cutting and breaking events based on the general 

conceptualization in English, the graphs below show the overall usage of C&B 

verbs in Malay. The order of the verbs under each sub-category (the affected 

objects) is arranged in a descending order from top to bottom by the frequency they 

were chosen; as only one Selako speaker participated in the experiment, it is 

difficult to compare it with others by the usage in frequency, so the data is then at 

the very last in the order and with the symbol “*” marked for special analysis.  

 

For cutting events, “potong” is the most frequently chosen among all regional Malay 

languages so we might assume that “potong” is the general form that can be 

applied for most of the cutting events. Regionally speaking, “belah” only appear in 

Kedah Malay speakers, while “hiris” for orange can be found in both Kedah Malay 

and Standard Malay, and “siang” for fish can be shared across Kedah Malay and 

Sabah Malay. Unlike the universal choice of verbs in Malay, Selako tends to have 
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more diverse wordings for those events and a general verb is still yet to be 

discovered.  

 

For breaking events, a larger variety of verbs can be used and no sole usage of 

verb that is apt for all events. Besides, any significant regional difference/similarity 

cannot be seen either. Nonetheless, three verbs tend to be slightly dominant than 

the others, they are “patah” for carrot and twig, “pecah” for plate and pottery and 

“lenyek” for Roti-jala and curry puff. With regard to Selako, given that the “likely 

derived/transformed” verbs are as the same group as the Malay ones, it shows a 

similar pattern on the three main types of verb as mentioned above.  

 

Causative-inchoative alternation 

According to Guerssel’s study on transitivity alternation, one clear point is made            

that only “break” verbs would construct the causative-inchoative alternation while          

“cut” verbs would not (Guerssel, 1985). That is, the verb for breaking events can              

serve as an intransitive verb for the affected objects (e.g. The pot breaks) and also               

a transitive verb which describes the action between the agent and the affected             

object (e.g. A girl breaks the pot with a hammer). Malay is also no exception. All the                 

break verbs like “koyak” shown below can be one individual verb describes the             

whole statement that “something is broken” as in sentence 3; they also can be like               

the one in sentence 7, in which “koyak” is depicting the situation where the agent               

“the woman” conducts that breaking event to the affected object “the cloth”. Unlike             

cut verbs, here we choose “potong” and “hiris” in sentence 4 and sentence 8              

respectively, they both need the support of the subject and object in the sentence              
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to create the cutting event. In other words, Malay speakers have also embedded             

the universal agreement on the separation of cutting and breaking events. 

 

 

  

Passive use of C&B verbs 

Leaving the general use of active voice, participants sometimes also add the prefix             

“ter-” on the C&B verbs to indicate the passive movement (Hiroki & Kartini, n.d.) . In                

the situation where there is no agent and instrument, (clip 2 and 3), some of the                
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participants would still use ter-patah and ter-koyak to imply the unknown agent of             

the event and indicate the passive action done to the affected objects. This             

phenomenon also appears in Selako for clip 3, the speaker used the prefix “di-” on               

the C&B verb “rojek” to indicate the passive movement “being torn”; somehow she             

did not apply it in other clips, it may be owing to her habit or just by chance. 

 

 

Not only for events without any agents and instruments, Malay also uses passive             

C&B verbs for other cases. For instance, in clip 10 and 11, they have both the                

agent and instrument involved. “Ter-” is used to point out the agent (after the verb)               

and the affected object (before the verb). In addition, even though when there is an               

agent, like in clip 12, the existence of the agents (two girls) can be inferred by the                 

passive usage of C&B verb “ter-koyak” without mentioning them. 
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Considering all the passive cases, all the passive verbs used are from breaking             

events. This may imply that in Malay’s general cognition, breaking events are often             

more natural to be either active or passive than cutting events do; just like the               

adaptation of causative and inchoative alternation mentioned above, breaking         

events tend to be more flexible in constructing verb forms. Considerably, the events             

conducted in these clips tend to be done unintentionally or by accidents, so “ter-”              

here would actually be one of the ways for Malay speakers to express the              

unexpected passive actions; this kind of passive use of verb is also known as the               

accidental passive voice (Hiroki & Kartini, n.d.). Another remarkable fact we may            

want to draw attention is that the original word order SV(O) for all active sentences               

will transform into OV(S) when it comes to passive description. Simply put, the             

difference between the active and passive condition for the C&B events encodes in             

the voice of the verb, and that is the appearance of the prefix “ter-”/”di-” (in Selako)                

(Evans & Vyvyan, 2014).  

Elements attributed to special usage of C&B verbs  
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-Object 

Taking it as a whole, we will see that there is unique usage of C&B verbs for certain                  

affected objects. In clip 8, someone cuts an orange with a knife; for some of the                

Kedah and Sabah Malay speakers, they preferred “hiris” rather than “potong”. In            

clip 9 in which a girl cuts off the fish head and its tail with a knife, some Standard                   

and Kedah Malay speakers picked “siang” only for this case. In clip 12 when two               

people pull off a plastic bag, most of the participants used “tarik” but none of them                

used this verb in other clips. Lastly in clip 15 about a girl pricks a balloon with a                  

pen, all three participants who watched the clip replied different answers, “letup”,            

“bocor” and “cucuk” (Selako). At the current stage, this phenomenon might indicate            

that some of the verbs for C&B events are object-specific.  

-Speaker’s identity 

Other than the affected objects, the choice of word is also influenced by the identity               

of participants. In clip 6, a man cuts off a branch from a tree with a saw/knife, two                  

out of the four male participants (Malay) chose “tebang” instead of “potong” which             

the others chose. “Tebang” might be a relatively more masculine verb than others.             

Thus, gender may have affected their embedded conceptualization towards         

specific C&B events.  

 

In addition, Tamil participants tend to add affixes to the C&B verbs, such as              

“mem-belah”, “mem-patah”, “ter-portong” and so on, whilst other Malay speakers          
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often just use the root form of the verb. Based on Anadan’s study on Tamil, verbs                

in Tamil are categorized into 18 classes based on the tense markers (Anadan,             

2001). It is possible that due to the influence of particular cultural background             

(Tamil), speakers might emphasize more on the indication of time or progress            

when they are describing the C&B events.  

Next, as remarked, Kedah Malay seems to have more various verbs for C&B             

events, such as “belah” and “carik” to describe a more exquisite and finer actions;              

according to the dictionary, the verbs refer to “split into two equal parts” and “small               

rip” respectively. In other words, Kedah Malay coin new words to distinguish C&B             

events in somewhat minor difference. Hence, the incident again indicates that even            

though people speak the same language, the difference of their linguistic/cultural           

backgrounds might affect their choice of verbs. 

 

One’s social background or experience would also be the factor influencing the            

verb usage. As the majority of participants are students, the data from the             

57-year-old businessman is one of a kind. The verbs that he selected are             

sometimes uncommon compared to other speakers, like “di-tekan” for clip 14, in            

which a girl crushes a karipop (curry puff) with both of her hands. Pursuant to the                

Buang’s analysis, “tekan” is a vernacular Malay word and it has been narrowing             

down in meanings by generations (Buang, 2017); so it is possible that the younger              

speakers only knew the meaning of “push something to the limit” and did not aware               

of another application of “tekan” while the elder participant was more familiar with             
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other meanings, including “press” for “tekan”. That may explain the distinction of            

the the word choice between them.  

 

Implication of C&B events 

An implication of C&B verbs is also presented in his data. For video 10, a girl                

throws a hammer to a plate and the plate is broken, other participants used two               

verbs to describe the whole scene like the English translation does; meanwhile, he             

only used the word “jampak” (throw) in the sentence to narrate the situation,             

implying the fact that after throwing the hammer on the plate, the plate would break               

eventually. The same tactic is applied in clip 11, where a girl is holding a plate and                 

a guy bumps into her, then the plate drops on the floor and breaks. The participant                

used “datang” (come) and “langgar” (collide) to depict the first half of the scene,              

without mentioning the result as it is already implied in meaning. This may be due               

to his habit or his experience (age issue). Just as other languages, word usage              

usually differs among age groups and social backgrounds.  
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Selako’s usage of C&B verbs 

For the Selako speaker, it has the same typological order as Malay (SOV). There is               

also much similarity in lexical usage for C&B events. Apart from using the same              

wordings like “patah” and “tarik” in Malay, some of the Selako words have the same               

function and probably the same meaning (because of the pattern of usage) as             

Malay including “matah” as “patah”, “macah” and “pacah” as “pecah”, “motong” as            

“potong”, and “tenyek” as “penyek/lenyek”. The exact linking between these words           

cannot be determined, yet certain relations do exist. Generally speaking, parts of            

Selako verb work like Malay does, in both physical appearance and cognitive            

conceptualization. Still, Selako has its own words that are specifically for the            

events. For instance, “rojek” is used for events that have cloth as the affected              

object (clip 3 and clip 7); “malah” is for orange (clip 8) and carrot (clip 4); “natak” is                  

used only for cutting off a branch from the tree (clip 6); “ngampas” is applied in clip                 

10 in which a girl throws a hammer to the plate then the plate breaks; “cucuk” for                 

the clip of balloon pricking (clip 10) is then doubtlessly exclusively used. 
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Overall assumption on the crucial factor 

From a broad perspective, Malay (including Selako) seems to have several           

systems of lexicons for distinguishing C&B events. It is crystal clear that those             

verbs are not susceptible to the agent as most of the words overlapped no matter               

the existence of an agent. Talking about lexical systems, first and foremost,            

object-specific verbs are used when particular affected objects appear in C&B           

event even when the instrument involved is the same like “hiris” for orange and              

“siang” for fish (the instrument for both cases is a knife). Secondly, the word choice               

might also be attributed to the type of objects. For example, the group for              

housewares has one common verb “pecah” for both of the objects;also, for clip 13              

and clip 14, the affected objects Roti-jala and curry puff are under the same              

category “food/cake”, the corresponding C&B verbs revolve around “lenyek”,         

“penyek” and “tenyek”, which probably have the same root word. Coincidentally,           

the instrument involved in two clips are hands and also the objects are both              

changed in shape. Accordingly, the decisive factor is difficult to be concluded.            

Thirdly, the condition of the affected object is often more influential than the other              

factors. Taking the clips with hammer as examples, in clip 5 and clip 10, the action                

of those C&B events are conducted with a hammer, and the dominant verb is              

“pecah”; but in clip 11 in which no instrument is involved, the verb that was chosen                

most frequently is also “pecah”. Given the fact that the affected objects for the three               

clips are not in consistency with each other (pottery and plate), so the type of               
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objects (housewares) and the involvement of instrument (hammer) here are not the            

critical factor that determines the choice of verb. Hence, the focus drops on the              

condition of the affected objects. All three affected objects in those clips were             

broken into pieces, in other words, the condition of being shattered establishes the             

conceptualization of the C&B events. Although no clear-cut direction is shown, one            

potential explanation may help give a reason for the phenomena. Instead of the             

condition, the fundamental nature of the affected objects might be the core of the              

C&B verbs selection. Like for the plate and pottery, using “pecah” could be not              

because that they are housewares, but in fact they easily get shattered during any              

C&B events; or like Roti-jala and curry puff, doubtlessly they are food products, but              

what made them “lenyek/penyek/tenyek” could be the soft and crunchy texture           

within, in which most C&B actions would cause the same result; carrot and twig are               

two distinguishing items but with the similar C&B verb (patah), the essence of these              

objects makes them tend to be broken into two pieces at the beginning of any C&B                

events. Owing to the semantic differences, verbs are very likely to trigger different             

types of resultative construction based on the nature of the stimulus materials            

(Moro, 2014). Therefore, it is the feature of the affected objects that leads to certain               

conditions of them; on which Malay speakers value more so they will choose             

corresponding C&B verbs for the events.  

5.1.2 Chinese  

Chinese as serial language 

This result indicates that Chinese is a serial language as it involves the usage of 

serial verb construction when describing C&B events. 2 separate verbs would be 

used to describe one action in the clip. Based on the data, most Chinese dialects 

use 2 verbs to express the C&B action in the videoclips. 4 out of 7 Chinese dialects 

being studied mainly use serial verb construction when expressing C&B verbs. 

Particularly, Hokkien from the remaining dialect shows a stronger preference in 

using one motion verbs for C&B. In our study, the majority of the response we 

collected are 2-word serial verbs. Chen (2007) stated that it is necessary to use 

serial verbs (V1, V2) in Chinese to describe a single action as using one verb alone 

would only captures on aspect of the C&B actions. This shows that when 

describing the action of C&B, serial verbs need to be use in order to give a full 
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description of an event. With using one verb only, like ‘duan4’ (break), it would only 

describe the state of brokenness but not the action involved in breaking. A 

relationship between the two verbs can be observed from the study. From the data 

in this study, the word ‘si3 lang2’ is used by Hakka speaker when describing an 

object being teared and then it was broken. ‘si3’ is the action of breaking the object 

while ‘lang2’ is the verb indicating the condition of being broken. Therefore, we 

determined that the action verb in V1 would lead to the verb that describe the 

breaking condition in V2. This matches with the findings from the pre-existing 

literature. Pye et al. (1996) stated that in Chinese, the process verb would combine 

with the result verb to form a Resultative Verb Compound (RVC). This shows that, 

for example in Mandarin Chinese, the process verb ‘zhe1’, meaning ‘snap’, would 

combine with the result verb ‘duan4’, meaning break to form a RVC. This indicates 

that there is a linkage between the 2 compounding verbs in Chinese. The action in 

the first verb would lead to the result conveyed in the second verb. Therefore, 

Chinese dialects would use serial verb construction when expressing C&B actions. 

 

Significance of instrument and types of affected objects 

In this study, it shows Chinese speakers that speak different dialects shares similar 

cognitive categorisation basis to determine which verb to use when the situation 

involves different instruments, agent, type of affected objects and condition of the 

affected objects.  
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From the above table, it shows that when knife is used in the C&B action on raw 

food or ingredients like carrot and orange, ‘切’ would be used. This character is 

represented similarly in terms of the pronunciation across the 7 Chinese dialects 

that we studied, for instance, ‘qie1’ in Mandarin, ‘ce3’ in Hokkien , ‘qe2’ in Hakka. 

This indicates that in the speaker’s cognition, the presence of knife and food 

ingredients allows the speakers to categorise that this verb would be used when it 

is related to the preparation of animals or vegetables as ingredients of food. 

However, when the affected object changes to tree branch but the instrument 

remains with knife, a different word, ‘斬/砍' (kan3 in Mandarin), meaning hack in 

English,  would be used instead. As the hacking of tree involves in more strength 

and the affected object is no longer the ingredients, a different verb would be used. 

The change in verbs would occur in the first verb among the 2 serialised verbs. 

This indicates the importance of the type of affected object in determining the 

usage of C&B verbs. Another possible factor in changing the verb usage would be 

the type of instrument used. According to the table, when the carrot is separated 

with a knife, which is an instrument, all of the participants would use the variant of 

切’ across different dialects to express the separation by the use of knife. However, 

when no instrument is involved in the separation process of the carrot, ‘斷’ (duan4 

in Mandarin), which means break in English, would be used instead. Out of the 9 

participants,  4 of them use this verb individually to describe the state of being 

broken. No serialisation is involved for 4 speakers. There is an absence of verbs 

that show the way or manner causing the breaking of something when this verb is 

being used independently. This indicates that the use of instrument would be 

influential in determining the manner of separation, which is included in the first 

verbs of the serial verbs. 
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Difference in expressing the condition of the affected object after breaking 

In addition, Chinese speakers would express the condition of the affected objects 

differently depends on the various state of brokenness. Chan (2007) stated that in 

Chinese, the verb expressing the state change comes after with the verbs 

representing the causal act. Therefore, the focus of the discussion in this aspect 

would be on the second verbs involved in the serialised C&B verbs. From our 

study, it shows that when the object is broken into pieces, words like ‘sui4’, ‘lan3’ 

would be used. For ‘sui4’, it is the verbalised form of the word ‘fragment’, thus this 

indicates the state of being in pieces. These words would mostly attached with 

another verb, usually the verb that describe the manner of breaking something. The 

usage of verbs describing breaking into piece is usually serialised. However, when 

we asked the participant to describe clips with the result of breaking into two or 

three pieces, serialised words with the condition of the brokenness embedded in 

the words would not be used. It is more common for them to attach the verb 

involved in the breaking action with an adjective or a noun describing the condition 

of being halved.  

 

 

In these examples, it shows that there is no verb serialisation involved. In sentence 

7, the verb ‘la1’ (tear) is attached to ‘yi2 ban4’ (one half). Only one verbs are 

involved to describe the manner of breaking, which is by using hand to tear 

something, and ‘yi2 ban4’ is used to indicate the result of the tearing, which is in 

half. In sentence 4, the verb ‘qe2’ (cutting with knife) is used to indicate the cutting 

action, but the state of brokenness is expressed with the addition of ‘leong2 bien1’, 

which means two parts. Therefore, when the affected objects are broken into 2 or 3 
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parts, single verbs would be used and it is attached with the word indicating the 

number parts that are divided after breaking. 

 

Agentless leads to the use of passive 

The above data also exhibits the trend of using passive ‘bei4’ or ‘gei3’ before the 

C&B verbs when there is no agent involved in the C&B actions. From our data, by 

contrasting videos with the same objects but difference in terms of agent and 

instrument, it shows that there is a higher tendency for speakers to add passive 

marker ‘bei4’ or ‘gei4’ in front of the C&B verbs with the absence of agent and 

instrument. For example,  

 

In sentence 2, when no agent and instrument in the C&B action, the sentence 

would become passive voice by allowing carrot as the subject of the sentence. 

Passive marker ‘bei4’ is added before the main verb. This shows that the carrot is 

passively being snapped to break. Yet in sentence 4, the agent, which is the man, 

is the subject of the sentence while the carrot is the object of the sentence. The 

presence of ‘ba3’ in the sentence indicates the sentence is an active sentence, 

showing the man’s action causing the breaking of the carrot. The difference 

between sentence 2 and 4 is that difference in the presence of agent in conducting 

the C&B actions and passiveness, thus it suggests agentless might lead to the use 

of passive voice for Cutting and Breaking. This view is coincide with what scholars 

previously proposed. It is stated that passive voice is used to defocus the doer of 

an action (Shibatani, 1985). This explains the usage of passive voice for clips 

without the involvement of agent as it allows the speaker to omit the agent while 

focus on the patient of the event by putting it as the subject of the sentence. 

Therefore, when there is no agent involved in the sentence, speaker is still able to 
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express the C&B actions by using passive ‘bei4’. In addition, it is stated that the 

passive ‘bei4’ in Mandarin is often interpreted as negatively affected the subject 

(Keenan & Dryer, 1981). It means that ‘bei4’ would not be used when the sentence 

is neutral or with positive effect. A negative effect that is attached to the verb is 

being imposed on the subject with the usage of passive ‘bei4’.This is in line with 

our finding. The state of being broken is one type of negative impact as it impaired 

the completeness of an object. Therefore, when sentences are added with passive 

marker under C&B action, the subject would be negatively affected, which is to be 

broken. This explains the usage of passive voice in Cut and Break action. 

 

Explanation on the exceptions for not using serial verb construction 

From the previous section, it shows that most Chinese speakers with various 

dialect background use the serial verb construction when they are describing cut 

and break action. However, the study shows that Hokkien speakers has a lower 

tendency in using serial verbs construction. From the data, among the 15 clips, 

there are 4 of them in which the speakers uses 2 serial verbs in describing the 

breaking action, while only 1 verbs would be used in the remaining 11 context. The 

predominance of using 1-word C&B verbs differs from what scholars proposed. 

According to Li (1986), Hokkien shares many similar grammatical features as 

Archaic Chinese, including the feature of having serialised verb phrases in a 

chronological or logical order. This shows that Hokkien, like any other Chinese 

languages, should also exhibit the serialised feature. When there is a C&B action, it 

is very likely for Hokkien speakers to use 2 verbs to express the process of 

breaking and the condition of the object after breaking as it follows the order of 

serialisation. Yet, the result in our study is different from the previous studies 

because of 2 major reasons. First, the language proficiency level might affect the 

result. In this study, the first language of the participant is English, while the subject 

learns Malay and Mandarin Chinese at school. Hokkien is a language that is only 

used with older relatives who are not met very often. This suggests that the 

participant in this study might not have enough knowledge of Hokkien to know 

exactly the way the C&B actions should be expressed. When speakers do not have 

enough knowledge on the language, it is less likely for them to use serial verb 

construction. Chen (2006) stated that the acquisition of verb serialisation requires 
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speakers to understand the semantic constraints, legal verb combinations, 

meaning etc. This indicates that speakers need to acquire complex predicates in 

order to produce productive serial verbs as it is impossible to memorise all the 

compounds. Therefore, for speakers that are not fluent in the language, it is 

possible that it would not use serial verb construction in describing C&B events, 

leading to the predominance of using single-word verb. Also, the multilingual 

environment surrounded the speaker might affect the way speaker use the C&B 

verbs. As English and Malay are not serial language, speakers might be affected 

by these language, and use single verb to express instead. Second, only one 

Hokkien speaker is involved in the current study. Without more speakers of the 

same language, it is difficult to overrule the individual effect on the result. This 

indicates that the result being expressed might not be accurate representation  

 

5.1.3 Comparison  

After the analysis, we can summarize several general characteristics for the usage 

of verbs in C&B event in both Malay and Chinese.  

 

There are four main features for Malay. Firstly, some verbs are object-specific, 

which means even the instrument involved in the C&B event is the same but the 

object is not the same, the verbs may be different according to the object. 

Secondly, the types of object contribute to the choice of C&B verbs, which means 

for some objects that are in the same category, they are more likely to use a 

common verb. Thirdly, after comparing the four factors that we assumed to be 

affecting the usage of verbs in C&B event, we believed that condition of the 

affected object is the most influential factors among all. The reason behind is that 

objects which are cut or broken into the same condition, are shown using the same 

or derived form of the related C&B verbs. It can also be explained that the nature of 

the affected object determine the usage of C&B verbs. That is, some objects can 

only be cut or broken into a condition that no matter what kinds of instrument are 

used or how did the breaking action happened, the condition of the affected object 

will be the same. For these object, the C&B verbs are used because of the nature 

of these object. Fourthly, when there are no agent and instrument involved in the 
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event, passive voice and causative-inchoative verbs are used to express the C&B 

action.  

 

On the other hand, there are also 4 main features summed up for Chinese. Firstly, 

by comparing the frequency of 1-word construction and 2-word construction in 

Chinese data, it has proved that Chinese is a serial language, despite the 

exception found in Hokkien. Secondly, there is a higher tendency of using passive 

for C&B events that do not involve an agent or an instrument. The passive marker 

“bei4” and “gei3” are used before the C&B verbs to indicate that the action is done 

by someone. Thirdly, analysis has shown that Chinese speakers not only use the 

C&B verbs to describe the action, but also attached with some phrases to express 

the condition of the affected object. For example, to express the object is broken 

into 2 pieces, they will say “qie1 yi2 ban4 le” (cut into half) and “yi2 ban4” means 

“half”, which indicates that the object is broken into two pieces. Fourthly, among the 

four factors that affect the usage of C&B verbs, we have found that the type of 

instrument and the type of affected object affect the first word in a 2-word 

construction, while the condition of the object affect the second word in a 2-word 

construction.  

 

By comparing the results and characteristics we found from the data of Malay and 

Chinese, we have found that the usage of C&B verbs in this two languages are 

quite different, though there are some similarities between them. There are four 

criteria that we used for comparing how different the Malay speakers and Chinese 

speakers express the C&B events in their own language.  

 

Firstly, in morphological and syntactical aspect, the constructions of the C&B verbs 

in Malay and Chinese are totally different, as affected by their language type. Malay 

is an agglutinative language that prefixes and suffixes are used extensively to 

express the grammatical relationships and to form a new words. (Yap, Liow, Jalil & 

Falzal 2010) From the data analysis, although some Malay speakers ignore the use 

of prefixes for the C&B verb in informal speeches (as we requested), some 

participants still used prefixes to indicate different aspects. For example: 

Laki    itu      me-motong     carrot. 
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                          Man     the      PROG-cut      carrot  

“The man is cutting the carrot.” 

 

In this example, the prefix “me-” is attached with the root “motong”(cut) and express 

the Progressive aspect for the action. It indicate that the action is in progress. 

According to our findings, participants mainly use the prefix “me-”/ “mem-” for 

progressive aspect and also “ter-” for passive action.  

 

On the other hand, for Chinese, it is proved that it is a serial language, that it allows 

the juxtaposition of two verbs to form a predicate to express meaning within a 

single clause. Serial verb construction is found rapidly used by the Chinese 

participants. This construction is characterized by having no connective markings 

to indicate the relationship of the two verbs, the verbs share the same grammatical 

subject and they are also in a fixed order base on the verb semantic. (Tao, 2009) 

For example in Mandarin:  

Yi1fu2  bei4   si1 kai1     de  la  

cloth  PASS  tear apart  prt  prt  

“The cloth is torn apart.” 

The serial verb construction that can be found in this sentence is “si1 kai1” which 

the first verb means “tear” while the second verb means “open/apart”. The two 

verbs are put together and form the meaning of “tear something apart”. Serial verb 

construction is very commonly used in Chinese when describing the C&B events. 

Although there is a minority of participants using 1-word construction for some of 

the C&B events and also for Hokkien, 1-word construction are more common than 

2-word construction as shown in our data, it is still obvious that the serial verb 

construction is most commonly used by Chinese speakers. Therefore, Malay and 

Chinese show very different ways when describing the C&B events, that the former 

uses verbs with prefixes while the latter uses the serial verb construction.  

 

Secondly, Malay and Chinese perform differently when expressing passive action. 

We have compared the usage of C&B verbs in four video clips, which two of them 

involve an agent, while the other two do not include an agent. There are two ways 

in Malay to express passive voice. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, 
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prefixes are attached with the verbs in order to express different aspects and 

meanings. The prefix “ter-” indicates that an action is done accidentally, in another 

way, it expresses a passive action. Not only in the two video clips that do not 

involve an agent have the participants used the prefix “ter-” to express the passive 

action, but also in other clips that include an agent. In clips that involve an agent, 

some participants used this prefix to indicate that the object was broken because of 

the agent’s action. Besides of using prefix, there is another way expressing passive 

action, that are more commonly use by the Malay participants. 

Causative-inchoative verbs are used to describe the action between the subject 

and the affected object. For example, the verb “koyak” (tear) can be used as both 

an intransitive verb or transitive verb:  

(intransative) 

Kain koyak. 

cloth tear 

“The cloth is torn.” 

(transative) 

Perempoan  itu  koyak  kain    tu.  

Woman    the   tear    cloth  the 

“The woman tears the cloth.”  

For the intransitive example, participants simply use the verb “koyak” to indicate 

that the change of state of the cloth is caused, even though there is no agent 

involved. In this case, the subject “Kain”(cloth) act as a patient-like subject. The 

intransitive member of the causative inchoative verb denotes the change of state is 

caused. (Piñón, 2001) Besides of “koyak”, “patah”(broken) is also a common 

inchoative verb used by the Malay speakers for expressing passive action.  

 

Unlike Malay, passive markers are used before the verbs in Chinese, in order to 

express a passive action. The most common passive markers found in our data are 

“bei4” and “gei3”. Though Chinese speakers use these markers no matter the C&B 

event involves an agent or not, it shows a higher tendency when there is no agent 

or instrument involved. For example in video 4, an agent is involved in the action, 

still, some participants use passive marker to describe the action: 

Luo2bo  gei3   qie    yi2  ban4  le. 
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carrot   PASS   cut   one half   prt 

“The carrot was cut into half.” 

 

Therefore, passive C&B action is described differently in Malay and Chinese, which 

the former uses prefix and inchoative verbs, while the latter uses passive markers. 

Moreover, passive voice is mainly used in Malay when no agent is involved in the 

action, while in Chinese, passive markers are used almost in every sentences, no 

matter an agent is involved or not.  

 

Thirdly, in semantic aspect, the verb construction in Chinese focuses more on the 

condition of the affected object when describing the C&B event. In Malay, the C&B 

events are described simply with a single verb, such as “potong”(cut), 

“pecah”(break) and “koyak”(tear), which already show the condition of the affected 

object. For example, “the carrot was broken”, “the woman is breaking the pot”, “the 

cloth was torn”, in these sentences, the condition of the affected object are 

described simply just “broken” and “torn”. However, in Chinese, as a serial 

language, more information for the condition of the affected object are given by the 

serial verb construction. In Chinese, the first word in a serial verb construction 

express the the action while the second word usually express the condition of the 

affected object or the result caused by the first word (the action). For example, in 

the verb phase “zhe2 duan4”, “zhe2” means “snap” while “duan4” means “broken”. 

When the two words combine and use together, it indicates the meaning of 

something was broken because someone snaps it. Another example is “za2 sui4”, 

“za2” means “throw” and “sui4” means “broken”. Although both “duan4” and “sui4” 

mean “broken”, they indicate different meanings in Chinese. “Duan4” means 

something broken into 2 pieces, while “sui4” refers to something broken in to many 

pieces.  There are also more example, like, “ya1 bian3” which means something 

was flattened because it was pressed. Nonetheless, Malay participants also 

express the condition of the affected object by adding adjunct into the sentence, for 

example, “ membelah karot tu dua” (split the carrot into two), “membelah...kepada 

tiga bahagian” (split...into three parts), the adjuncts (the bolded part) explain the 

condition of the affected object. However, these adjunct are limited to only showing 

a single condition, which is broken into 2/3 pieces and also more importantly, it is 
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not rapidly used by Malay speakers when describing the C&B event. They focus 

more on the action than the condition of the affected object.  

 

Lastly, among the four factors that affect the usage of C&B verbs, the condition of 

the affected object is shown to be the most influential factor for Malay. On the other 

hand, for Chinese, the type of instrument and object affect the first word in the 

serial verb construction, while the condition of the affected object influences more 

on the second word in the construction.  

 

For Malay, the condition of the affected object is shown to be a crucial factors 

affecting the choice of C&B verbs. As mentioned in previous section, when 

analyzing three video clips(5,10 and 11), which the instrument involved and the 

type of object are not the same, the C&B verb “pecah” is dominantly used for 

describing these three events. The only similarity for this three clips is that the 

condition of the affected object is “broken into pieces”. It is highly possible that the 

condition of the affected object contributes to the choice of the C&B verb. It is also 

possible that the nature of these object (pottery and plate) is the same, that they 

easily get shattered. Therefore, a usage of a dominant verb can be observed.  

 

For Chinese, it is more complicated. The first word of the 2-word construction is 

affected mainly by the type of instrument and object. For example, when the 

instrument is a knife, verbs like “qie1”(cut) and “kan3” (hak) are used. However, 

these two verbs are used according to their affected object. When the object is 

ingredients such as, carrot and fish, “qie”(cut) is used; when the object is tree 

branch, “kan3”(hak) is used. Therefore, both the type of instrument and the type of 

object are the affecting factors for the usage of C&B verbs. For the second word of 

the 2-word construction, the condition of the affected object varies the choice of 

C&B verbs. As the second words usually indicates the condition of the object 

affected by the action, they are strongly correlated. For example, when the object is 

“broken into 2/3 pieces”, the second words are usually “duan4” (broken), “kai1” 

(apart); when thee object is “broken into pieces”, the second words are usually 

“sui4”(broken into pieces), “puo4” (broken). Therefore, the second word is chosen, 

base on the condition of the affected object.  
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In conclusion, Malay and Chinese describe the C&B events in a very different way 

and the factors that determine the participants’ usage of C&B verbs are also very 

different in both language.  

 

5.2 Limitations 

In this study, most of the participants are students. Among the 19 participants, 16 of them 

are currently studying in the university. Out of all the participants, only one person who has 

not obtained a bachelor degree. This shows that the data collected in this study cannot 

represent the general situation in the society among speakers. In an actual society, 

different populations would have attained different levels of education, occupations, age 

and have different socio-economic background. However, the subjects in this study are 

much less diversified than reality since most of the results, particularly the data of Malay 

and Selako speakers, are collected in the campus of the University of Malaya. The 

non-students that were interviewed have also obtained a bachelor degree. This shows that 

the sample here does not reflect the census of the population as it fails to represent 

language speakers with lower educational and SES background.  

 

In addition, not all of the participants have watched all 15 video clips for the study. In this 

study, the stimuli used are the 11 video clips provided by Dr. Yakpo and 4 clips that we 

produced. However, due to the limitation of time and materials while conducting the 

procedure, not all videos can be made before we presented them to the participants. 

Therefore, not all participants have watched all the video clips. Individual varieties exist in 

every response of each clips, yet it is not able to analyse the complete data from all 

subjects, which might affect the result of the study. 

 

Another limitation is due to the interpretation of data. During data collection, iPhone was 

used to record the response provided by the participants and the result would later be 

glossed. However, while recording in places like canteen, the surrounding environment 

could be quite noisy. The background noise sometimes might block certain words 

produced by the participants, which creates difficulty during the extraction of useful data 

from the recording. Also, as we have no prior knowledge regarding Malay and Chinese 

dialects other than Cantonese and Mandarin, it is difficult to gloss every word that is in the 
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recording, and it is unsure that the glossing and the spelling are absolutely accurate. This 

might also affect the result of the data collected. 

 

The last limitation in this study is that some subjects that we interviewed might not be a 

fluent speakers of that language. Ethnic Chinese in Malaysia might not be very fluent when 

speaking the Chinese dialects. This study interviewed 5 Chinese speakers in Malaysia, 

among which 4 of them are borned and raised in Malaysia. Due to the educational policies 

in Malaysia, Chinese Malaysians are required to learn Mandarin in school as the medium 

of instruction in primary vernacular schools. Dialects are not taught in public channels and 

schools. They only learn and speak it with their family. However, it is observed that there is 

a general decrease in the amount of fluent dialect speakers among the Chinese Malaysian 

population. Ting (2012) showed that as Mandarin is being used as in the Chinese media 

and education policy encouraged more young Malaysian Chinese choose to learn 

Mandarin instead of other Chinese sub-group languages. More of them are learning 

Mandarin or Malay instead of their dialects, and families might not even speak the dialects 

to them. In addition, most of them are living away with their family, which provides no 

environment for them to speak Chinese dialects when they are in university. Their 

language skills might wear off. This might challenge the accuracy of the result as their 

sample might not be accurate representation of the dialect that they are speaking. 

 
5.3 Possible future directions 

In future studies, it could involve more Selako speakers, so that the major focus of the 

study would be focus on the Selako language. The original design of this experiment is to 

study the Selako language, which is a minority spoken in Malaysia. However, as there is 

only one Selako speaking student in the campus of University of Malacca and it is difficult 

to find more Selako speakers in Kuala Lumpur due to the limitation of time, this study shifts 

its focus to Malay, which is also a Malayic language, instead. Currently, the language of 

Selako is still not widely studied by linguists around the world. By conducting a cut and 

break verbs study solely on Selako, more data could be elicited for this understudied 

language.  

 

Also, it is suggested to include more representatives from different Chinese dialects to 

study the C&B verbs that are used. In this experiment, except for Mandarin, only one 
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participant is presented for each remaining dialect. However, this might affect the reliability 

of the result as the individual difference cannot be cancelled out without more speakers, as 

having more speakers allows us to look at a more realistic trend that happen in the actual 

language community. Therefore, in future studies, more speakers should be included in 

each Chinese dialect, so to make a reliable research regarding the usage of C&B verbs. 

 

In addition, in future studies, it could also broaden the scope of participants by studying the 

response made by younger children. It is stated that children around 3 to 5 are more likely 

to make spontaneous errors that adult would not make when using Cut and Break verbs 

(Majid et al., 2007).  Children would experience a period of over- or under-extension during 

the early years of language acquisition, which allows them to make mistakes in judging the 

C&B categories. For example, they might use a C&B words that adult would not use. 

Therefore, by conducting experiment on young children, it could compare the result with 

the adult ones, therefore able to know which kind of categories would be most difficult and 

confusing to young children to distinguish.  

 
6. Conclusion 

To concluded, Chinese and Malay hold two distinctive linguistic systems, in which both of              

the dialects within also differ in the lexical expression of C&B events respectively. Chinese,              

as a serial language, often create two-word verb phrases to describe one fine action, while               

Malay being an agglutinative language adds affixes to modify the main verb. However,             

these languages also demonstrate the similarity in the semantic representation. For           

Chinese, the instrument involved and the type of affected objects offer the direction of              

“cutting” or “breaking” for the first word, but then the condition of those objects conclude               

the resultative construction as the second word choice. In the meantime, Malay relies             

mostly on the condition of the affected objects to determine the usage of C&B verbs. More,                

both languages apply comparable tactics to indicate the links among the words. Using the              

passive indicator (character and voice-marker) and causative-inchoative verbs could         

perform the directness of the relationship between the agent and the affected objects; the              

implication of C&B events would produce a more concise interpretation without omitting            

the full understanding of the action. Plus, it is assumed that the nature of the stimulus                

materials takes the decisive role in selecting corresponding verbs for the events. Hence,             

the action verbs for these events differentiate on the same basis, the resultative condition,              
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so the speakers of these two languages may have possibly shared the same             

acknowledgement on the construction of C&B events. One desirable concern is that            

whether people’s own habits and the instant reactions be counted during the experiment;             

and if participants show more identical options, it is intriguing to be inferred that they are                

more familiar with certain C&B scenes and gain a common ground. Due to the lack of                

sufficient information and the uncertainty on the universal agreement on the C&B word             

choice, it is curious to see if the social background, age and language preference              

(especially for dialect speakers) would significantly influence their cognitive         

conceptualization of C&B events. Thus, the deviation may then reveal a more            

comprehensive answer to the whole study.  
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7. Appendix 

 

1 Chinese (Mandarin) 

1        

She snaps the twig. 

2     

A carrot is separated. 

3       

A piece of clothing is being torn. 

4         

That person cuts a carrot. 

5         

She smashes the flowerpot with a hammer. 

6         

A man hacks a branch of the tree. 

7         

A woman is tearing a cloth into half. 



8             

He cuts his finger while cutting the orange. 

9             

A woman cut off the head and tail of the fish. 

10           

She throws a hammer to the flowerpot, and the flowerpot was shattered. 

11            

          

A guy bumped onto a woman, the plate slips and breaks. 

12         

She tears the plastic bag. 

13        

She squashes a pastry. 

14          

She uses her palm to press the pastry. 

 



3-Chinese (Mandarin) 

1         

The girl snaps the tree branch. 

2     

The carrot was broken. 

3          

This piece of cloth was cut into half. 

4        

The carrot was cut into half. 

5        

The flower pot was smashed. 

6      

HE is chopping the tree branch. 



7         

He tears the cloth into half. 

8        

He is cutting the orange peel. 

9      

He is cutting the fish. 

10              

He thows the hammer onto the plate, then the plate is broken. 

11            

   

The boy hits the girl, then the plate falls down onto the floor and is broken. 

12         

Two people are pulling the paper bag. 



 

4-Chinese (hakka) 

1        

She twists the tree branch. 

2       

A carrot was broken. 

3          

A cloth was broken into two parts. 

4       

A carrot in two parts. 

5           

A girl smashed the flower pot. 

6         

A man chops the tree with a knife. 

7          

A girl tears a cloth. 



8          

He cuts the orange but he cuts his hand. 

9        

A girl cut a fish 

10             

A girl throws something, then a bowl is broken. 

11               

       

A man hits the bowl on a girl's hand, the bowl falls down and is broken apart. 

12               

Two people are pulling a plastic bad, then they tear it apart. 

 

5-Chinese (henan) 

1        



She snaps the tree branch. 

2         

This carrot was cut. 

3         

This cloth was cut. 

4        

She cuts the carrot. 

5             

That hammer has smashed this thing. 

6        

This man is chopping the tree branch. 

7          

This girl tears the cloth apart. 



8         

She cuts the orange. 

9        

She is cutting a fish. 

10         

She throws the hammer onto the plate. 

11             

    

That man hits the girl, then the plate falls down onto the floor. 

12         

She tears the plastic bag apart. 

 



6 Chinese (Mandarin) 

1         

A woman snaps a stick 

2           

A carrot is separated 

3        

The pants is slowly being separated 

4              

A man cuts a carrot in half 

5          

A girl smashed the flower pot. 

6         

A woman chops the tree. 

7           

 



8             

  

A person injured himself while cutting an orange 

9              

A woman cut off the head and tail of the fish 

10            

A woman throw a hammer to the plate and the plate was broken. 

11            

         

There is a plate on the women's hand. When a man passes by, he bumped onto the girl, and the 

plate broke 

12           

Two hands pull the plastic bag 

13        

A woman press the roti jala 



14        

A woman press the curry puff 

 

7-Chinese (Hokkien)  

1     

She snaps (the branch). 

2     

(Carrot) It snaps. 

3     

(Cloth) It splits. 

4     

She cuts the carrot. 

5      

She hits (the pot) until it shatters. 

6     

He chops the branch. 



7     

She tears the cloth. 

8     

He cuts the orange. 

9     

He cuts the fish. 

10     

She drops (the hammer) to the plate. 

11       

She is pushed and drops the plate. 

12       

They tear the plastic bag. 

13     

She smooshes the cake. 

14     

She presses the cake. 



15      

She pokes (the balloon) and it bursts. 

 

8-Chinese (Sichuan dialect)  

1      

The branch snaps. 

2     

The carrot snaps. 

3      

THe cloth is torn apart. 

4      

(Someone) uses a knife to cut the carrot. 

5      

(Someone) uses a hammer to smash (something). 

6     

Chopping the branch. 



7     

Tearing the cloth. 

8       

(Someone) cuts the orange (but accidentally) cuts his/her hand. 

9    

Cutting the fish. 

10     

Smashing the bowl. 

11     

(Someone) drops the plate and it is broken. 

12     

Tearing the plastic bag 

13    

Squashing the cake. 

14     

Pressing the dumpling. 



15     

The balloon bursts. 

 

9-Chinese (Yunnan dialect)  

1         

The branch is broken by someone. 

2      

The carrot snaps. 

3            

The cloth is torn apart/ripped. 

4    

(Someone) cuts the carrot. 

5        

(Someone) smashes the pot and it is broken. 

6     

(Someone) chops the branch. 



7            

(Someone) tears the cloth into two. 

8      

(Someone) cuts his/her hand. 

9          

(Someone) cuts the fish's head and its tail. 

10       

(Someone) takes the hammer and smashes the plate. 

11       

The plate is broken (by someone). 

12     

Ripping the plastic bag. 

13         

Pressing the yellow cake. 

14     

Pressing the curry puff in pieces. 



15     

(Someone) pokes the balloon and it bursts. 

 

10-Chinese (Shanxi dialect)  

1     

The stick snaps. 

2     

The carrot snaps in half. 

3     

The cloth is torn. 

4        

The carrot is cut in half. 

5          

A woman smashes the pottery. 

6          

(Someone) uses a saw to cut the branch. 



7      

The cloth is torn (by someone). 

8          

(Someone) cuts the orange not carefully and then cuts his/her hand. 

9      

The fish is cut apart. 

10      

The plate is smashed. 

11       

The plate drops and shatters. 

12     

The plastic bag is torn. 

13     

The cake is squashed. 

14        

The curry puff is squashed in shatters. 



15      

(Someone) pokes the balloon and it bursts. 

 



2-Malay (Kedah dialect) 

1       

She breaks the twig. 

2       

Someone cuts the carrot 

3      

The pants is torn. 

4        

The man cuts the carrot. 

5        

The woman breaks the pot. 

6        

The man cuts the tree. 

7        

The woman tore the cloth. 

8       



Someone sliced the orange. 

9        

The woman cuts the fish. 

10        

The woman broke the pot. 

11            

The man hits the woman and then the plate is broken. 

12       

They pull the plastic (bag). 

13       

She mashed the "net-bread" (roti-jala). 

14       

She squashs the curry puff. 

15      

Someone (made) the balloon exploded. 



3-Malay (KL dialect) 

1      

She broke the wood. 

2      

The red carrot is broken. 

3     

The cloth is torn. 

4     

He cuts the carrot. 

5       

She beats the pottery until it is broken. 

6     

He cuts the tree. 

7     

She tore the cloth. 

8     



Someone cuts the orange. 

9     

She cuts the fish. 

10          

She propels the hammer to the plate and then the plate is broken. 

11       

The man hits (someone) and then the plate is broken. 

12        

Two people pull the plastic bag until it is torn apart. 

 

4-Selako 

1      

the lady broke the branch 

2      

The carrot broke into two 

3      

The green cloth is being torned 



4        

The man cut the carrot into two 

5         

The lady broke the vase using the hammer 

6        

The man hack off branch of the tree 

7         

The woman tore the green clothing into two 

8          

The person sliced the orange until his finger bleeds 

9          

The lady cuts the head and tail of the fish 

10         

That lady smashed the plate using the hammer 

11            



That man bumped onto the lady who was holding the plate until it fell and broke. 

12           

The red plastic was pulled by two hands 

13       

The yellow snack got mushed 

14          

The karipap got mushed using two hands 

15             

The red balloon was poked using a needle, and then it exploded 

 

5-Malay (Sabah) 

1      

The woman broke the wood. 

2    

The carrot snaps. 

3    

The cloth is torn. 



4     

The man cuts the carrot. 

5      

The woman destroyed (smashed) the pot. 

6     

The man cuts the wood. 

7     

The woman tore the cloth/blouse. 

8     

The man slices the fruit. 

9     

The woman cuts the fish. 

10        

The woman propels a hammer to the pot and (the pot is) broken. 

11        

The man hits the woman then the plate falls and breaks. 



12      

The cloth is pulled until it is torn apart. 

13    

The cake is mashed. 

14    

The curry puff is mashed. 

15    

The balloon bursted. 

 

 

7 Malay (Kedah) 

1 pompuan                tu dok tengah patah ranting 

woman  (Sabah variant) that PROG middle v stick 

n                             det verbprt n v n 

A woman break the twig from the middle 

 

2 karat tu patah 

carrot that break 

n det v 

A carrot breaks. 

 

3 Kain koyak 

Cloth tear 



n v 

a piece of cloth is teared. 

 

4 Pak-cik tu dok tengah belah                          karat 

Uncle that PORG middle split into 2 equal parts carrot 

n det verbprt n v                               n 

an uncle cut the carrot in half. 

 

5 Pompuan                tu dok tengah pecah pasu 

Woman (Sabah variant) that PROG middle break flowerpot  

n                              det      verbprt n v n 

a woman breaks the flowerpot 

 

6        

a man cut a branch of the tree 

 

7 Pompuan                tu dok tengah carik                baju 

Woman (Sabah variant) that PROG middle small rip clothes 

N                              det verbprt n v                n 

a woman ripped the clothes 

 

8  

      



a man sliced his finger 

 

9 Pompuan                tu dok tengah siang ikan 

Woman (Sabah variant) that PROG middle clean fish 

a woman cleaned a fish. 

 

10 Pompuan                tu bagi pinggan  pecah 

Woman (Sabah variant) that to dish            break 

n                            det prep n                 v 

a woman breaks a dish. 

 

11 Pompuan                           tu tak sengaja  bagi pinggan  pecah 

Woman (Sabah variants) that not deliberate to dish               break 

N                                             det adv adj              prep n               v 

a woman accidentally breaks the dish. 

   

 

12 Depa duk  tengah  tarik plastik  

     They  PROG  middle  pull  plastic 

     Pro   verbprt    n  v n 

 

They pull the plastic bag from the middle.  

 

8-Malay (Tamil, Kedah dialect) 

1        

The woman breaks the tree branch. 

2      

The carrot was broken. 



3      

The cloth was torn. 

4         

The man is splitting the carrot into two. 

5        

The woman is breaking the pot. 

6        

The man is cutting the tree branch. 

7        

The woman tears the cloth. 

8       

The man is cutting the orange. 

9           

The woman is splitting the fish into three parts. 

10           



The woman throws the hammer to break the plate. 

11            

The man is pushing the woman for the fall plate. 

12           

Two pull the plastic bag into two. 

 

9-Malay (Tamil Malay speaker) 

1        

The woman is breaking down the stick. 

2      

The carrot was broken. 

3      

The cloth was torn. 

4       

The man is cutting the carrot. 

5       



The woman is breaking down the well. 

6          

A person is cutting a stick on the tree. 

7        

The woman is tearing the shirt. 

8          

The man cut off his finger when cutting the orange. 

9         

The woman was cutting the middle of the fish. 

10        

Thw bowl was broken by a hammer. 

11           

The bowl was split because it was hit by a man. 

12       

The plastic bag was torn. 



 

10-Malay (Tamail Malay speaker) 

1       

The wood is broken. 

2       

The carrot has broken. 

3         

The cloth was torn slowly. 

4        

The person cut the carrot in the middle. 

5         

The person broke the pot with the hammer. 

6         

The perosn cut in the middle of a wooden twig. 

7      



She tore the cloth. 

8         

The person cut the orange but hurt. 

9         

She cut the fish head with its tail. 

10             

She throws the hammer over the bowl and breaks it. 

11           

      

She was holding the bowl but there was a person kicking and the bowl was broken. 

12        

Two people tore the plastic bag. 

 

11 Malay 

1     



She breaks the wood 

2     

This is a carrot 

3     

This is a short pants. 

4          

somebody cut the red carrot into two halves 

5        

take the iron hammer and the flowerpot was broken 

6         

break the bough and the tree with the cleaver 

7    

the cloth was teared. 

8    

the orange was cut. 



9              

    

Someone has a knife and fish in the scene. The fish is ready for preparation, the head and the 

tail of the fish was cut off.  

 

10         

 

11         

The saucer was held by a person, and somebody comes and bumps into her. 

12      

2 people pull the cloth 

13    

The roti-jala is flatten. 

14         

The curry puff is on the saucer, and it was pressed and crushed.  

 


